
Read the information about Kate’s personal characteristics and answer the question.1

A) She feels unhappy if someone has something she wants.

B) She’s always kind to other people.

C) She never changes her mind.

D) She never minds others or tells the truth.

Which of the following IS NOT related to Kate’s personality?

supportive stubborn
tactful

honest jealous

Read the text below and answer the question.2

A) B) C) D) 
You need to have lots of 
expensive equipment to 

do extreme sports.

Death rates in extreme 
sports are higher than 

in the other sports.

With the right training, 
everybody can enjoy 
doing extreme sports.

Doing extreme sports 
may cause serious 

injuries.

Mike and Lucy are talking about extreme sports, but they have diff erent opinions about them. Mike thinks they are entertaining 
and challenging while Lucy believes they are dangerous.

Which of the following is Mike’s speech bubble?

Read the text, look at the visuals and answer the question.3

A) People sent fewer text messages in 2018 than in 2019.

B) In 2019, people spent less money for online shopping than in 2018.

C) People downloaded less than four hundred thousand apps in 2019.

D) In 2018, people sent more e-mails than they did in 2019.

According to the results above, which of the following is NOT correct?

The visuals below show what kind of activities people did on the Net in a minute in 2018 and 2019.
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Read the text below and answer the question.4

Which of the following cooking methods is suitable for all the family members?

Tom and his family are in the kitchen. They are planning to have some beef for dinner.

A) baking B) frying C) grilling D) boiling

There is 
a problem with 

the oven. It doesn’t 
roast well.

I don’t like beef 
when you cook it in hot 
water. It doesn’t taste 

nice.

You 
know I’m on a diet, 

so don’t cook it in hot oil 
please, honey. 

Don’t 
worry. I know 

how to cook it. It’ll be 
the tastiest beef you’ve 

ever eaten!

Read the text below and answer the question.5

Whose comment was disappointing for Anna?

Anna attended a cookery workshop last weekend. After the workshop, she made chocolate cookies for her family. She wanted 
them to write short notes about her cookies. Here are the comments:

A) Her mum’s B) Her dad’s C) Her sister’s D) Her brother’s

I’ve never eaten such tasty cookies before. 

When are you going to bake them again? I 

can’t wait!

MUM

You know I don’t have a sweet tooth, but 

it was worth trying your cookies. They were 

really delicious!
SISTER

I could eat only one cookie, but the next 
time I don’t think I will. How much sugar 
did you add? They were too sweet!

DAD

Your cookies were terrific, and they really 
went well with the strawberry smoothie.

BROTHER



Read the text below and complete the sentence.6

Sally’s favorite extreme sport is ....................................... .

Henry and Sally are playing a game. Henry should choose the correct moves and fi nd Sally’s favorite extreme sport.

A) bungee jumping  B) paragliding

C) kayaking   D) scuba diving

Sally has tried all 
kinds of extreme 

sports, but she thinks 
being in the air is 
more entertaining 

and thrilling.

She jumps off  high 
bridges with an elastic 
rope tied to her legs.

She would rather 
explore the underwater 

world.

sky sports

waters sports

bungee jumping

kayaking

paragliding

scuba diving
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Read the text below and answer the question.7
A research company asked 100 teenagers about their favourite free time activities. Here are the results:

Which of the following shows the results of the research?

A)  B)  C) D) 
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  40 teenagers prefer using social networking sites.

  20 teens spend their free time doing shopping.

  15 teenagers enjoy going to the theater most.

  The rest of them would rather go to the cinema than any other activities.

spending time on the Net    buying things watching plays seeing movies



Read the conversation below and answer the question.8

A) David does online shopping. B) Betty practices a foreign language.

C) Paul fi nds new recipes to try. D) Fiona buys concert tickets online.

According to the speech bubbles, which of the following DOES NOT complete the sentence below?

With his/her favourite app, .....................................

The children below are talking about their favorite smartphone applications.

It’s 
a great app 

to improve my 
Spanish.

I use
 this app to 

learn the lyrics of my 
favorite songs.

I like
this app 

most because it is 
really easy to cook 

diff erent dishes.

I use this 
app when I 
need to buy 
something 

online.

Betty
David

Paul

Fiona

Read May’s travel blog about her holiday experiences and answer the questions 9-10.

9

10

A) their tour around Europe is worse than they’ve expected

B) Mary and her parents hate visiting historical places

C) they were in Paris on the second day of their holiday

D) Mary has already got some gifts for her relatives 

We can understand from the text that .............................................. .

What an incredible holiday! I’m having an amazing sightseeing tour around Europe 

with my mum and dad! Today is the third day of our holiday and we’re in London. 

It’s rainy, but we don’t mind it. We have seen the Tower of London, one of the city’s 

most famous landmarks and learned its amazing history this morning. On Monday, we 

were in Paris. It was sunny and warm. We visited the most famous tourist attractions 

such as Eiffel Tower and Notre Dame. I also did some shopping from famous stores 

and bought great souvenirs for my aunt and grandparents. On Tuesday, we visited 
Colosseum, an ancient amphitheater in Rome, Italy. It was fascinating. Tomorrow we’re 

fl ying to Germany to visit Berlin Wall and some museums. We’re looking forward to it.

HOME OLDER POSTS SUBSCRIBE

A) Who enjoyed the sightseeing tour in Paris most?

B) When did Mary and her family visit Colosseum in Rome?

C) What is the weather like in London?

D) How are they going to go to Germany?

Which question DOES NOT have an answer in the text?


